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Inter-Departmental Working Group on Student Accommodation 

Minutes of Meeting 3rd October 2018 

 

Attendees: 

Chair: Trudy Duffy, Department of Education and Skills (in place of William Beausang, Assistant 

Secretary) 

 

Ben Archibald, Union of Students of Ireland 

Mariaam Bhatti, Union of Students of Ireland  

Michael Casey, Irish Universities Association 

Michael Foley, University of Limerick 

Gearoid Hodgins, Technological Higher Education Association 

Stewart Logan, Department of Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government 

Ian Matthews, Trinity College Dublin 

Ruth Nolan, Department of Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government 

Alan O’Callaghan – International Section, Department of Education and Skills 

Stewart Roche, Higher Education Authority 

 

Apologies: 

William Beausang, Department of Education and Skills 

Emma Leonard – 3rd Level Building Unit, Department of Education and Skills 

Craig Ennis – 3rd Level Building Unit, Department of Education and Skills 

Philip Crosby, Department of Education and Skills  

 

Secretariat: Rebekah Maguire, Department of Education and Skills  

 

 

The IDWG agreed to take agenda item 4 out of order to facilitate the presence of Ruth Nolan, Rental 

Market Policy, DHPLG  

 

1. Rent increases in Purpose Built Student Accommodation 

The draft IDWG submission document on the potential changes to legislation surrounding students 

residing in Purpose Built Student Accommodation was circulated prior to the meeting.  

 

Members of the group expressed disappointment that the document had not been expressed in 

more direct terms and it was agreed that the document be re-drafted in a stronger format, and 

recirculated to the group.  

 

Specific concerns raised at the meeting and to be taken into account in the re-draft are:- 

• Changes to planning regulations have had no impact on short-term summer lets.  

• There are issues surrounding rent predictability, particularly with regard to the matter of 

determining market rent. 
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• Caution must be exercised that, in solving one problem we do not inadvertently create 

another one in terms of reducing supply. There may be a risk of an increase to construction 

costs if regulations were to be introduced.   

• Any potential resolution in this area must ensure that providers are also safeguarded in 

terms of ability to manage the provision of student accommodation; eg in relation to Part IV 

(Security of Tenure): The potential for tenancy extension up to 6 years would not be 

compatible with the operation of student accommodation.  There may also be an 

administrative burden with regards to the changing from a licence to a tenancy agreement. 

• RPZs do not apply to new to market builds and there is a need to ensure that this is 

communicated effectively.  It must also be noted that the current RPZ mechanism is coming 

to the end of the 3 year cycle so it is not known if the RPZs will continue beyond that point.  

• The text of any potential legislation should be cognisant of the fact that a large cohort of 

international students reside here for under 6 months.  

Work is ongoing in relation to delivering an inspection regime for private rental accommodation 

which may increase standards of accommodation.   

The overall view of the Group is that supply of accommodation should be protected and any 

potential legislation should minimise impact on supply. Concerns were expressed with regard to 

introducing regulations to an immature market such as student accommodation and the potential 

for this to negatively impact upon additional and future development.  

Rent increases exceeding 4% in HEI owned PBSA have largely been due to the refurbishment of 

accommodation and reinvestment into new units. In general, structures are in place to ensure that 

dialogue with the student body takes place prior to decisions on such rate increases.  

The USI at present are supportive of the need to safeguard supply as a priority. However, they have 

indicated that their position could change contingent on satisfactory progress in this area.  

A query was raised as to whether landlords are selecting to develop student accommodation 

because it is an unregulated area. However, there is no data available to confirm this is the case.  

 

2. Current status and outline of pipeline projects 

 

Status Year End 

2017 

End 

September 

2018 

Location 

Bedspaces completed since 

Rebuilding Ireland 

2,606 5,015  

Bedspaces on-site  4,553 4,825 Dublin (Majority), Cork, 

Limerick 

Planning Permission Granted 6,927 7,900 Cork, Dublin, Galway, 

Kildare, Louth 

Planning Permission Applied 1,816  Carlow, Cork, Dublin 

Totals  15,902 17, 440  
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• A significant number of developments were completed in time for the beginning of the 2018 

academic year. 

• If there supply were to remain fixed by 2024 there would be a shortfall of circa 17,000 bed 

spaces, with 13,000 of these in Dublin.  

• UCD have envisaged 6,000 places are needed in 2024 and are in the process of building 

3,000, but this may not suffice in light of projected student number increases over the 

coming years.  

• Reference was made towards the demand for student accommodation within the IoT and 

College sectors and the restrictions surrounding the ability of these institutions to access 

finance, resulting in the situation whereby they have been unable to procure finance in 

order to build their own PBSA.  It was noted that work is ongoing in relation to the 

identification of a model that will allow these sectors to access finance for this purpose.   

 

Reference was made to the apparent imbalance between public and private student 

accommodation.  

A query was raised concerning HEIs who are in possession of sites which may potentially allow for 

the provision of publically owned student accommodation. Suggested reasons for this perceived 

imbalance included the decrease in capital funding and the need for Universities to balance the 

development of PBSA with academic building development in the context of overall debt burden on 

the institutions.  

The pipeline of student accommodation bed spaces is healthy but a clear distinction between public 

and private accommodation needs to be made. A communication piece regarding publicly managed 

student accommodation may be beneficial to help the public understand the impediments to 

building public accommodation. 

Action: IUA to send copy of original submission for the NSAS made to the DES for circulation with 

the group.  

3. Actions arising from the National Student Accommodation Strategy and updates from 

Members 

 

a. #HomesforStudy Campaign 

• The campaign began in July 2018 to give enough time to inform Leaving Certificate students.  

• A lobby day was held on June 25th with student leaders to promote a pre-Budget submission 

with 100 people in attendance, including TD’s and Senators.  

• A Leaving Certificate specific poster was created and was distributed to schools, the National 

Parent’s Council and Guidance Counsellors to highlight accommodation.  

• Leaflets – 102,000 leaflets distributed nationwide 

• Website – c.600 listings, which is down on 900 listings from last year.  

• There were c.1,600 inquiries from homeowners regarding digs.  

• A cap on room rents being advertised is implemented on the website, which is placed at 

€650 and below, so that the website is advertising affordable rooms 

• A social media campaign was also conducted, which generated 6,000 views.  

• An Accommodation and Finance Guide was created by USI for students in conjunction with 

the RTB and was distributed to 45,000 students during their orientation.  
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• Advertisements for the campaign were ran on Dublin Bus internal advert spaces, however 

the impact of this campaign could not be measured.  

• A photo call was conducted with Threshold and Daft to highlight the dangers of rental 

scams.  

• The overall availability of rooms has decreased this year. This could be due to the 

competitive space that digs are now placed, with private companies advertising rooms and 

the use of radio advertisements, which USI did not utilise.  

• General activities of the campaign amount to less than €11,000.  

The accommodation campaign will be continuing throughout the year. The Group welcomed the 

work of the USI. 

Suggestion: A case study video for educating students and homeowners on digs accommodation 

may be beneficial.  

b. USI Student Accommodation Survey 

• The survey will be delivered to the general student population and it is hoped that there will be 

between 2,000 and 3,000 respondents in line with responses to previous student surveys 

conducted by USI.  

• It is envisaged that the survey will be live for one month in the autumn and the results 

disseminated in an end of campaign report to the Group.  

• It was noted that there are no GDPR issues regarding the survey and data collection.  

The Group has been asked to provide feedback on the current draft of the survey in the coming 

week.  

4. A.O.B 

Ian Matthews is leaving the Group to take up another position. The Group congratulated him and 

wished him well.  

Steward Roche informed the group that his replacement in the HEA has begun and he will half-time 

from 2019.  

5. Next Meeting 

Will take place in early December with the date to be confirmed.  

 

 


